War Had to Come Sooner or Later.

[100 x 100]

Germany has been at war on the outskirts of the United States for the last quarter of a century. It has attacked the Monroe doctrine, occasionally in letter and persistently in spirit. Germans in South America, numbering in the aggregate millions, have been coaching on by eager teachers in the fabledchered, and the German legations in the various South and Central American capitals have been active centers of the anti-American propaganda.

No one will deny that the voluminous record of hostile Germanic expression against the Monroe doctrine and the American government can avoid the conviction that quite apart from the present gigantic European conflict war was inevitably impending between the United States and Germany. By a stroke of good fortune it came at this time instead of later—when we have powerful allied support and are not forced to fight the frightful Prussian war alone and singlehanded.

SUCCESS SEED GRADER

Was invented and perfected with the great fundamental fact in mind that "like produces like." Its wonderful success is due to the fact that it is superior to any other mill on the market for securing perfect seed. It is the only machine of its type that so thoroughly cleans and grades all kinds of seed, separating the large pulp kernels from the cracked and shrunked, excluding the weed seed and bagging each grade separately in one operation. Guaranteed to give satisfaction.

HOEKEN HARDWARE

---

Strayed Horse.

An all-bay horse, weight 1200 lb, is lost left away from my place in Rocky Canyon about Christmas. Reward will be given for return of horse. Not to exceed $5.00.---M. F. V., Halsey.

---

Success Seed Grader

---

Hussman's Ready-Made Barnyard

---

Furniture

Watering Troughs Round Stock Tanks Pig Troughs "Can't Say" Farm Gates Scalding Vats Hog Pans Silos Always ready to take on special orders How about your farm elevator or field granaries? Come in and let's talk it over

Hussman Lumber Co. "Home Builders"

---

YUBA TRACTOR

The Yuba is the most adaptable of all tractors and the most dependable. Because it is easy to control; powerful enough for the plow; light enough for the road. The Yuba replaces all the horses. It is free from annoying little breakdowns. It is controlled by a reasonable upkeep cost over a long life. Works in any weather or in any soil. The Yuba runs on ball treads and enlarged ball-bearings—a patent feature. Two sizes—12-20 and 20-35.